Circadian feeding and drinking rhythms in the rat under complete and skeleton photoperiods.
Feeding and drinking rhythms were studied in rats maintained under 24-hr light-dark (LD) cycles with various photoperiods, under two-pulse (2P) and one-pulse (1P) skeleton photoperiods, and under constant dark (DD). Rhythmic waveforms were similar under complete LD cycles and corresponding skeleton photoperiods, indicating that these rhythms mainly reflect the entrainment of underlying circadian pacemakers. Little or no role was found for masking effects of light on circadian feeding and drinking waveforms. Entrainment was found to depend mainly on the timing of the dawn light signal, whether it was a 15-min light pulse or a dark-to-light transition initiating a complete photoperiod. Furthermore, the use of 1P schedules revealed that a dawn signal was sufficient for entrainment. These results closely match those obtained for motor activity measures in other nocturnal rodent species, and generally conform to the predictions of Pittendrigh's nonparametric theory of entrainment. Furthermore, the close correspondence of the two rhythms during entrainment, phase-jumps, and free-running (DD) conditions indicates that they are controlled by common circadian pacemakers.